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Framers: Human Advantage in an Age of Technology & Turmoil (Kenneth Cukier, Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, Francis de Véricourt, 2021)
 
 Frames let us see what isn’t there. They extend our 
ability to decide by harnessing our imagination, letting us 
transcend the immediate and embrace ideas that are more gen-
eral and abstract. Using frames to see what’s not there (yet) is 
common in the sciences. In 1846 scholars predicted the exist-
ence of an 8th planet, Neptune, based on their model of plane-
tary motion and data gathered from observing Uranus, its 
planetary neighbor. Seeing what isn’t there works in other 
domains as well. The so-called Blue Ocean Strategy identifies 
unexplored market spaces and carefully harnesses the qualities 
of human framing to help managers visualize commercial 
voids and come up with options and alternatives on markets 
and products. Nintendo employed it to identify the empty 
market spaces and products that would become the successful 
Nintendo DS and Wii. 
 First we consider how key features of frames work 
together and reinforce one another. Orville and Wilbur Wright 
had been obsessed with flying for years. They were methodi-
cal and structured and read all the technical papers they could 
lay their hands on and studied in detail how birds fly. They 
understood the basic model of aerodynamic updrift and ap-
plied it by constructing and successfully flying gliders. They 
built their own wind tunnel to redo performance tests. The 
frame of aerodynamics gave them 2 essential insights early on. 
The first was that stability wasn’t critical, control was. Just as 
a bicycle is inherently unstable but can be balanced and con-
trolled by the rider when in motion, so too it was crucial that a 
plane could be controlled and balanced by a flier in the air. 
The brothers turned the problem around and looked for a place 
with a strong wind against which to launch their aircraft. They 
settled on Kitty Hawk, with its steady winds of 12-20miles/ 
hour. The crux of their success was a third insight: the propel-
ler. Water has a million times the density of air. It was appar-
ent that a propeller was simply an airplane wing travelling in a 
spiral course. The blades would need a camber to produce 
uplift, like the wings. The Wright propeller’s efficiency was 
more than 80%, many times better than their competitors. The 
brothers understood that for powered flight, they had to trans-
late engine power into forward motion.  
 The Wrights understood the causal chain with the 
engine was but 1 element. They also realized that one could 
imagine a vast variety of propellers, differing in length, thick-
ness, inclination, and shape. Tapping the imagination greatly 
increases the options that can be considered and may in turn 
increase the chance to find a solution that’s really good. They 
attained success by thinking about cause and effect, by imag-
ining alternatives, and by applying the constraints derived 
from the laws of physics. These 3 features—causality, coun-
terfactuals, and constraints—are essential to applying frames.  
 Framing is a process that guides the human mind 
toward understanding, imagination, and the evaluation of op-
tions. It is the mechanism through which we judge different 
options--to connect our goals and values to possible courses of 
action. Frames not only guide, they shape our broader world-
view. They highlight how mental models impact economic 
development and  shape the world itself. The more people 
adhere to a given frame, the more legitimacy that frame gets. 
The racist frame suggested that blacks and whites are differ 

 
ent, which led to separate-but-equal rules--apartheid laws. The 
human rights frame led countries to set up courts of human 
rights and teach those rights to schoolchildren, which further 
reinforced that frame. Frames do more than make us better 
decision-makers. They help us inject values into our choices. 
Therefore, much hinges on the frame we pick for a particular 
situation. 
 Applying a frame is a relatively structured process, 
guided by causality, counterfactuals, and constraints. But 
choosing the right frame is much harder. Musicians with a rich 
repertoire are more likely to find a song that better fits the 
moment. We must also understand the qualities of each frame 
and be aware of its strengths and weaknesses, to know which 
frame is a good fit for our objectives. Frames: know them and 
their distinct qualities well, and we will make better use of 
them. The first hurdle to choosing the right frame is our bias to 
frames we have used before. While holding a hammer we only 
see nails. It’s difficult to see the picture when you’re inside the 
frame. Choosing a new frame is challenging and time-
consuming, and we should only do it when necessary. It is also 
a process that we don’t get better at through practice, because 
the answer lies in trying differently.  
 Superficially, reading is a technique for extracting 
what has been stored in letters and words. But the way we read 
shapes the consequences of our reading. Until around the year 
1000 most reading in Europe was done in monasteries and 
churches and aloud in groups. The primary aim was a commu-
nal activity to praise God. By the 11th century a different 
frame of reading emerged: reading silently. It facilitated a dif-
ferent objective. It stimulated the mind and facilitated inde-
pendent thinking. It encouraged new ideas. Around the 11th 
century, an innovation emerged. Books were produced with 
spaces between words and rudimentary punctuation. One 
could read a book on one’s own. Gutenberg’s printing press 
churned out millions of Bibles in vernacular languages with 
spaces and punctuation for a new generation of silent readers 
to enjoy. Silent reading facilitated individual thinking and 
originality, which reshaped the world. Switching frames is 
extraordinary. We don’t do it casually. It entails leaving be-
hind known and trusted mental territory. Our impulse tells us 
to resist, to hold back.  
 Framing is a quality of humans that is impossible for 
machines to emulate. A machine can calculate with an im-
mense amount of formal logic and process reams of data, but 
it cannot frame. The expression “think outside the box” comes 
from a business-psychology experiment called the 9-dot test. 
The task in the 9-dot test is to connect 3 rows of 3 dots using 
only 4 straight lines, without lifting the pen. As humans, we 
cannot not frame. We can’t switch it off; we frame all the 
time. The only choices we have are the frame we use and how 
well we use it. Frames impose boundaries. Human framing is 
useful precisely because it lets our mind wander in a struc-
tured, purposeful, and constrained way. The 9-dot test necessi-
tating constraints is an example of human framing.  
 We are causal-inference engines and often wrong, but 
this is good. In the mid-1700s in France a clique of economists 
saw the flow of money through the economy like blood in the 
body’s circulation system. The 1929 market crash turned into 
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the Great Depression not because of the crash itself but the 
central bank’s response. It tightened the money supply, which 
lowered prices and caused deflation. Bernanke’s mental model 
on 9/18/2008 at the beginning of the Great Recession focused 
on the causal link between the availability of capital, trust in 
the system, and the health of the economy. A lack of trust 
would prevent banks from providing credit to one another, 
which could lead to chaos. It was this arcane, delicate system 
of interbank lending that haunted him. He would buy the tox-
ic-sludge assets from the banks, taking them off their balance 
sheet. And it worked. The financial crisis was painful, but the 
system did not collapse. 
 We see the world through the lens of cause and ef-
fect. This makes it predictable. It lets us plan. Causality helps 
us comprehend reality and predict the consequences of our 
decisions. It is an essential element of framing. Most animals 
focus on directly observable causal links; they have great dif-
ficulty imagining causality that’s not obvious and immediate. 
Humans have acquired the ability to generate abstractions and 
turn their causal inferences into frames. We can infer causal 
links that we have never observed. By speeding up learning, 
causal frames save time and generalize knowledge. 
 Pattern recognition is about generalizing from the 
specific. It constructs a reality in our mind beyond what our 
eyes can see. Metaphors enable us to understand, remember, 
and communicate abstract explanations. They reflect an ability 
of the human mind to connect abstract ideas with concrete 
scenarios. The fact that we can think and communicate 
through metaphors hones our skills in framing. The faculty to 
represent abstract relations is central to our causal framing. 
Human technology is too complex to be the product of indi-
vidual genius but emerges from the accumulation of im-
provements across time as communicated by others. Trial and 
error is too slow to account for the astonishing speed of tech-
nological change humanity has experienced in the past 2 cen-
turies. Women in the maternity ward whose babies were de-
livered by doctors died of puerperal fever at 5 times the rate of 
those whose births were handled by midwives. Doctors per-
formed autopsies; midwives didn’t. The answer was for doc-
tors to wash their hands after autopsies before deliveries. They 
did, in chlorinated lime water, and the high incidence of puer-
peral fever ended. 
 However, this frame failed to catch on even though it 
worked. A French biologist named Louis Pasteur was called in 
to investigate the cause of a mysterious illness that afflicted 
silkworms and threatened France’s silk industry. It led to the 
discovery of germs, and the new frame of “germ theory.” It is 
not sufficient for a mental frame to improve decision-making. 
It also must offer a convincing causal explanation. Explaina-
bility is essential to a causal frame’s success. So strong is our 
urge to create causal explanations that we even invent them 
when we need to.  
 Explainability baked into causal frames enables us to 
do more than generalize: it helps us learn. Why do we try to 
explain certain things but not others? How do explanations 
lead us to reach goals—and how do they lead people astray? 
As we explain the world using causal frames, we learn more, 
generating deeper and more accurate insights. This applies to 
education and parenting: get kids to explain their reasoning, 

not just give an answer. By explaining, we learn more and 
faster about the world than those who don’t bother.  
 Explainability based on causal frames is the founda-
tion of human agency, responsibility, and control. We have 
choices and can exercise them. As frames give us agency, they 
also assign responsibility. Because we can choose our actions, 
because we decide, we also can be blamed. Accountability 
comes with choice. Because people have both agency and re-
sponsibility, others can influence them. Social structures shape 
individual agency but are also shaped by agency. This is why 
frames are so foundational to understanding, not just the 
world, but ourselves. 
 Causal thinking is requisite for human progress. It 
lets us bend reality to our will. It is surprising to note how 
often our causal inferences are wrong. Some of our causal 
frames are flawed. Much of life is about revising what we 
thought we knew but really didn’t. Police forces use algo-
rithms to organize patrols; courts use them to set bail; prisons 
use them to determine parole; schools use them to report 
grades; merchants use them to detect fraud. AI can identify 
causation better than humans and eliminate bias to boot. But 
even when they build systems that outperform humans, the 
technology works only because the human element of causal 
frames has been injected.  
 As we explain the world through causal frames, we 
accept that there is a force larger than ourselves that governs 
all that is under the sun—if not a divine entity, then at least 
something that obeys the laws of physics. How can people 
become better at thinking in causal templates? Part of the an-
swer is being aware of them and harnessing them as we think 
through problems. Our causal thinking is sometimes wrong, 
but over time, framing has provided us with a superior way to 
understand and decide.  
 Envisioning worlds that do not exist lets us excel in 
counterfactuals—to project forward or backward in time in 
our imagination or take something that happened in one con-
text and imagine it happening in another. The mind’s eye can 
imagine possibilities where the physical eye can only see the 
present. Counterfactual thinking and causal reasoning, rein-
force each other. Only humans can imagine scenarios that 
never happened—the power of counterfactuals. 
 Imagining alternative realities is something we do 
from early childhood. Children have an acute sense of causali-
ty and counterfactuals. Alison Gopnik is the leader in a field 
of psychology known as “theory theory” (the theory that ba-
bies think theoretically). “When scientists reason this way, it’s 
referred to as “research”; for toddlers, we call it “getting into 
everything,” she explains. She calls babies and young children 
the “research and development” division of the human species, 
while adults are relegated to the more mundane “manufactur-
ing and marketing.” 
 We love telling stories and listening to them. They 
help us hone our reasoning with counterfactuals. They are 
springboards to thinking vividly and imaginatively. Epic ad-
ventures are a feature of many cultures and eras. Salt and sug-
ar light up the human appetite in a primal way; stories do the 
same for our minds. As we create or listen to stories of alterna-
tive worlds, we use our imagination to act them out in our 
minds. We become captives in the universe of the author’s 
creation. We put ourselves in the skin of the character and 
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imagine what we might do differently; we wrestle with alter-
natives. 
 Computer games let users influence alternative reali-
ties. Humans are suckers for counterfactuals. These mental 
activities are not cognitive idling. We ponder options and per-
haps improve our judgment. We are training our mind and 
honing our skills as framers. Thinking in counterfactuals is 
also a cornerstone of professional education. This is exempli-
fied by the case method. Its origins began at Harvard Law 
School. As the name hints, it started with lawyers, not manag-
ers. Elaborate discussions of “what if” was a radical way to 
teach: rather than conveying rules, the case method helped 
budding lawyers reconsider situations in alternative ways. 
Legal education almost everywhere adopted it and was forever 
changed. It is now used in many domains. In medical school, 
aspiring doctors are prompted to think through what is called 
“differential diagnosis.” Professional athletes have “film 
study”: sessions to review game situations to tease out all the 
what-ifs.  
 As we dream up alternative realities, we also imagine 
different causes. They are the antidote to jumping to a particu-
lar causal conclusion too quickly.  President Kennedy had 
agreed to a covert plan for an invasion by exiles at the Bay of 
Pigs in Cuba to install a new government. But it failed disas-
trously. The lack of diverse views and alternative thinking 
when vetting the plan popularized a new term in decision-
making: groupthink. The young president was not going to let 
that happen again. JFK actively solicited imaginings to resist 
the temptation for one-track thinking. In the end they chose to 
blockade rather than bomb and offer Russia the removal of US 
missiles from Turkey to save face.  
 Counterfactuals make us better causal thinkers. 
They remind us of options, broadening rather than deepening 
our focus. When we focus on a single cause, we are not stimu-
lating our imagination. We interact with counterfactuals in 
ways that make them useful to apply. We can simply watch 
our dreams. That is less belabored and more visual; it’s easier 
for us to envisage something that doesn’t exist than to think in 
purely conceptual terms. The outcome is observed, not con-
trived. Counterfactuals tap into our implicit knowledge. We 
activate a lot of our knowledge about how the world works, 
including causal insights that we would otherwise find diffi-
cult to articulate. Counterfactuals give people a sense of pur-
pose. They expose and express our notion of action and agen-
cy. Imagining an alternative reality helps us to act because it 
creates a choice. Human agency is the key value that causal 
framing fundamentally enables. Options shift our focus from 
understanding to acting, from comprehending to deciding. 
Computers require people to supply counterfactuals. To be 
truly valuable, counterfactuals require boundaries. They are a 
form of dreaming—but wisely channeled, deliberately fo-
cused.  
 Constraints are rules and restrictions that shape our 
counterfactual thinking. With constraints, framing goes from 
the purview of cognition to the basis of actions that matter. 
Constraints not only help us explain what is happening, they 
also point us in the right direction for how to respond. Re-
straints can free creativity rather than curtail it, providing a 
zone of permissibility to take mental risks. Dr. Seuss wrote his 
masterful and surreal rhyming story Green Eggs and Ham in 

1960. His friend and publisher, Bennett Cerf, bet him $50 that 
he could not write a book with just 50 different words of 1 
syllable each.  
 As we choose the constraints for dreaming up coun-
terfactuals, we must ensure we adhere to the most essential 
ones, the hard ones. Choosing wisely among soft constraints is 
more art than science. But 3 principles guide their selection: 
mutability, minimal change, and consistency. Mutability 
means picking constraints that are open to modification. Min-
imal change posits that constraints should be adjusted gently, 
not radically. Consistency means that modifying a constraint 
cannot contradict another constraint. When conjuring up an 
alternative reality, people focus on aspects that they believe 
they can alter. 
 SpaceX was founded by Elon Musk. It pioneered the 
development of reusable rockets. By constraining on aerody-
namic updrift, NASA could only imagine wings and para-
chutes. In contrast, thanks to innovative breakthroughs, espe-
cially on sensors and computing power, SpaceX was able to 
loosen the constraint for aerodynamic updrift. It could now 
focus on ways to reignite the motors of the rocket’s first stage 
to land it upright. It chose to use the built-in rocket engine 
instead of a wing to do it. Technological change, like Space 
X’s rocket control system, transforms which constraints are 
mutable and which aren’t. We should alter constraints that 
reflect human behavior or human choices. We prefer imagin-
ing behavioral changes that fall within widely accepted social 
norms. We tend to see norms as fixed and unchangeable. We 
should aspire to minimal change. It is easier for us to imagine 
a world without some features of reality than to introduce ones 
that do not yet exist. Omitting a mutable human action from a 
counterfactual requires less mental work than adding one. If 
mutability and minimal change concern how we alter and iter-
ate through individual constraints, consistency looks at the 
relations among them. 
 Mutability, minimal change, and consistency are 
principles to apply when iterating constraints we place on 
counterfactuals. The goal is to shrink the search space. The 
fewer constraints, the more counterfactuals a frame can gener-
ate. But it also means that many impractical ones have to be 
weeded out. Constraints are filters for our choices. Constraints 
are the “building codes,” so to speak, for effectively shaping 
counterfactuals. Models let us mentally and physically prac-
tice, prepare, and probe, Airplane flight simulators embody the 
laws of aerodynamics in flight controls that work like those in 
a real plane. They are realistic precisely because they con-
strain. This centers our attention on a limited number of inputs 
and responses. It helps teach flying skills and improve pilots’ 
decisions by focusing on what matters most. Health care is 
adopting new models. This lets surgeons practice operations in 
realistic conditions dozens of times before they do the real 
thing. The more that people impose wise constraints to im-
prove their frames, the better off all of us become. Frames 
enable us to understand (thanks to causal reasoning) and act 
(through counterfactuals), but they also ensure those actions 
actually matter (grace of constraints). Computers calculate, but 
minds imagine.  
 Take the Indian internet start-up Flipkart, the biggest 
competitor to Amazon. Customers can pay cash-on delivery. 
With causation we get understanding, with counterfactuals 
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we get agency, and with constraints our frames become ac-
tionable. Occasionally we need to switch frames or invent 
new ones. A novel form of climbing is called “Alpine style,” 
where speed is key. If one goes fast, one can go light. No 
tents, sleeping bags, food, extra clothing, or other provisions 
are necessary. It enabled climbers to scale Mt. Everest without 
oxygen tanks. Once we adopt a frame, it’s hard to abandon it. 
Staying within a frame comes with mental baggage. In con-
trast, switching to an alternative frame affords the opportunity 
to start anew. That is risky, but powerful when it works. 
Switching frames is more about a stroke of insight than a me-
thodical process.  
 There are 3 forms of reframing—think of them as 
“repertoire,” “repurposing,” and “reinvention.” The more var-
ied our mental catalog, the better the chances of switching to a 
superior frame. We need to carry a “latticework of models” in 
our head. The key to IKEA’s initial success was seeing that 
furniture is not timeless but timely. Other sectors were also 
undergoing a transition from durable to disposable. Data never 
exists on its own; it only exists in a model—a mental model. 
 The modern economy has become far more complex 
than when the physics frame was first embraced. The econo-
my resembles a complex, adaptive organism that responds to 
changes. The regulation of finance, companies, and markets 
changes if we’re dealing with an entity that evolves versus 
one with set characteristic that we’re trying to pin down. Ein-
stein’s theory of special relativity in 1905 was a new frame for 
physics. Rousseau’s idea of the “social contract” neatly ex-
plained how the public and those in power could mutually 
derive their status from each other: one gets certain rights by 
giving up other rights. The Internet Protocol (IP) reframed 
communications from circuit-switched voice traffic to packet-
switched data traffic. The open-source software movement 
reframed how we develop and monetize code. 
 Until the mid-2010s many senior executives in tradi-
tional companies cackled that Amazon’s business still showed 
no profits. And within their traditional way of understanding 
corporate performance, they were right. Jeff Bezos reframed 
the idea of commercial growth, away from producing annual 
returns for shareholders (and handing a third of the profits to 
governments in the form of tax) and toward reinvesting every 
penny of net income to establish adjacent business lines. 
 Einsteinian and Newtonian physics both have their 
place in explaining motion, just as both proprietary software 
and open-source code can flourish. Central banks manage fiat 
currencies but people still barter or use Bitcoin. The city of 
Camden in southern New Jersey reframed law enforcement 
from regarding citizens as criminals to community-oriented 
policing. Camden was rough, a city of 75,000 people. Though 
crime was bad, the police arguably made it worse. Officers 
routinely planted evidence, fabricated reports, and were ac-
cused of brutality. Courts had to overturn the convictions of 
scores of people. Many residents were as scared of the police 
as they were of the gangs. The police union, for its part, resist-
ed change. In 2012 Camden disbanded its 141-year-old police 
department and 260 officers lost their jobs. In 2013, when the 
new force began under new contracts, it had not only new fac-
es, new rules, and new training—but, most important, a new 
mind-set. “It really started with being able to build culture as 
opposed to change culture, and we were able to create an or-

ganization wherein the identity of the officer was that of a 
guardian and not a warrior.” 7 years later,  Camden was cited 
as a success story. Murders were down 60%, crime had almost 
halved, and complaints of excessive force by police had fallen 
by a stunning 95%. Reframing had worked. 
 CRISPR (“clustered regularly interspaced short pal-
indromic repeats”). In 2012 a lab researcher noticed a way to 
cut into a specific area of the DNA. Charpentier and Doudna 
realized these molecular scissors could be turned into a versa-
tile and powerful tool to edit genetic information. Framing 
comes naturally but reframing is hard and rare. Steve Jobs of 
Apple, Jeff Bezos of Amazon, and Larry Page of Google all 
enjoyed reputations for stubbornness but at the same time 
sought alternative views that contradicted their own. They 
understood the shortcoming of relying on a single frame and 
the value of exposure to alternative ones.  
 There are 4 sources of difficulty we face when at-
tempting to switch frames: the cognitive energy to create a 
novel frame; the need to step away from the familiar; the ne-
cessity of identifying a frame that fits the circumstances; and 
wise timing to recognize the right moment to reframe. As 
framers, we have practiced and are good at applying them. But 
we aren’t so well versed in choosing mental models. When 
reframing, we must push aside an existing frame to free up the 
cognitive space for something new. Human forgetting is an 
automatic process, not one that we easily control. Yet unlearn 
we must, if we wish to reframe. It is difficult to recognize the 
right moment to reframe. In 1900 a third of all automobiles 
were electric. But because of the rapid evolution of internal-
combustion engines, electric cars quickly fell behind. Then 
Tesla revived the electric car frame. This time, the timing was 
right: electric motors had become highly efficient, battery 
technology had improved, and computers had advanced 
enough to manage an electric vehicle. If the latter half of the 
20th century had equated the car with personal freedom, at the 
start of the 21st century cars were seen as contributors to envi-
ronmental degradation. But in Germany, the country’s proud 
automakers, such as Daimler, BMW, and VW, resisted this 
reframing. By the time the companies finally came around to 
embrace the electric frame, it was almost too late. Timing mat-
ters, and it is harder to reframe the more mentally invested we 
are in an existing frame. Switching to a new frame is needed 
when circumstances fundamentally change. 
 It is also better to reframe infrequently. Each act of 
reframing is costly. It’s like changing directions: do it too of-
ten and it leaves you disoriented. This suggests a clear division 
between 2 aspects of framing: use counterfactual reasoning to 
work within a frame if efficiency is essential, and switch 
frames when a fundamental rethink is necessary. Consider the 
miraculous transformation of Singapore’s economy over the 
past 4 decades—and the strategy behind it. Each strategy 
seems to reflect a distinct mental model, offering a tight fit for 
the specific goals and conditions of the particular period. But 
actually, Singapore may have stuck to a frame and played with 
its components. It seized competitive advantages based on the 
few resources it possessed: geographic position, well-educated 
educated labor, political stability, and a free-market ethos. It 
was the same blueprint adapted to new realities. Spotify did 
not reframe access to music but relaxed the limitation that 
music is something we own, control, and manage on our de-
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vices, to an experience that is shared, remote, ubiquitous, and 
unlimited. It did not have to choose the riskier reframing path 
but instead could stick to its broad frame. In a sense, even re-
framing can be reframed.  
 For a century, business schools taught students to 
become able managers. They asked students to devise answers 
to real-world problems by applying a given mental model to 
reach a decision. It presumed there is one preferred frame. Joel 
Podolny wanted to change the MBA mind-set from uniformity 
to diversity. Out were traditional courses like marketing and 
finance. In were interdisciplinary ones with names like “State 
& Society” and “Employee.” Disciplinary silos are about 
teaching people to play functional roles. He introduced “team 
teaching”—to expose students to a spectrum of views. After 
just 3 years at Yale, Podolny abruptly resigned to reframe his 
own career. Jobs wanted his legacy to be a team of executives 
who could “think different.” So he hired Podolny to be the 
head of Apple University, where he needed to instill the im-
portance of mental flexibility to hold convictions but be ready 
to relinquish them for new perspectives. Employees need to 
adhere to the firm’s core beliefs and excel in their specific 
roles, while pursuing the cognitive diversity that Jobs wanted 
to encourage. Three years after Podolny started, Jobs passed 
away and his deputy, Tim Cook, took over as chief executive. 
Under his leadership, Apple would honor Jobs’s belief that 
diversity makes for better framers and more successful com-
panies. Apple looks for 3 qualities in managers: area 
knowledge, command of details, and “a willingness to collab-
oratively debate other functions during collective decision-
making.” [Apple U is the source o Apple’s continued success 
after Job’s death 
]. 
 With a diversity of frames, we don’t simply know 
more: we know different, we know better. The act of choosing  
a frame is akin to what psychologists call “insight problems.” 
These are problems that can only be solved by switching to a 
less obvious frame or representation. The very tools that im-
prove our ability to apply a frame—that is, frequent practice of 
counterfactual thinking—provide little help to choose a frame. 
If we can’t do better at choosing a frame despite our advances 
in applying them, our framing will remain stunted. For choos-
ing a frame, we must train a different cognitive muscle. In 
principle, we say we welcome diversity. In practice, we de-
fault to the known. American citizens born outside the country 
earned more than those born on American soil--2.5% more for 
men and 5% more for women. This premium is the “returns to 
acquiring international human capital.” 
 The first and easiest strategy for adding mental mod-
els is to look at how others frame a problem. It is better to be 
familiar with some of the most useful frames than none at all. 
It is the task of hunter-gathering of ideas--exercise our inquisi-
tiveness. By constantly looking, we’re better at seeing. Seek 
unfamiliar experiences—meet new people, devour a wide 
range of books, or go places we would not naturally gravitate 
to—for the purpose of evolving an open, inquiring mind. Suc-
cess associates with our social network and our willingness to 
confront views from beyond our immediate circle of col-
leagues. Most creativity is a transition from one context into 
another. 

 Three approaches—broadening the range of frames 
in our own repertoire, engaging in cognitive foraging, and 
practicing the clean-slate strategy—are useful for different 
situations. Adding diverse frames to our repertoire is similar to 
acquiring relevant books. Cognitive foraging is reading vora-
ciously across a spectrum of subjects. The clean-slate strategy 
is passion for knowledge altogether. Different frames are often 
in tension with one another. In physics, light is considered 
both a wave and a particle: the 2 frames conflict, but one can’t 
understand light with just one of them. Euclidian geometry is 
based on points and angles, but Descartes reframed it using 
numbers and algebra. The United Nations is based on human 
solidarity and globalism, and yet restricts full membership to 
nation-states. It is not possible to reconcile these tensions—
nor is that the point. Crucial to our understanding of the ten-
sion among frames is the idea of cognitive complexity--the 
degree to which our thought patterns are intricate and nuanced 
versus basic and simple. Children who are raised bilingual 
also think with more cognitive complexity. 
 Organizations profit when their members are better at 
picking frames; they are then able to find better solutions to 
the challenges they face. It helps the entire group succeed. The 
most obvious proxy for mental diversity is social diversity. 
Individuals from vastly different ethnicities, sociodemograph-
ic groups, and educations have divergent life experiences, 
which in turn translate into dissimilar mental models of the 
world. Research in social networks has shown our tendency 
toward homophily, the idea that birds of a feather flock to-
gether. Going out of our way to be exposed to perspectives 
different from our own takes determination. We often quickly 
reduce the number of options to identify the most promising 
choices. That  may lead to an emphasis on speed, preferring 
the familiar to the novel and unknown.  
 The group-think problem goes away when team 
members are asked to mull the issue individually before work-
ing as a group. By first thinking alone about the challenge, 
individual team members tap their diverse sets of frames, 
which they later debate as a group. Other techniques include 
giving team members roughly equal time to make their case 
and adhering to majority rule. This may sound intuitive but it’s 
not practiced widely in business. No matter who you are, most 
of the smartest people work for someone else. The internet 
lowers the transaction costs of involving outsiders. 
 Diversity isn’t costless. It may lead to fierce argu-
ments about the right frame to apply to a problem. But it leads 
to better results. There is a metaphor of trying to climb to the 
top of the tallest peak in a mountain range. It’s easy to see 
which way is up from where you are, but the risk is to climb to 
a high point but not the highest. You’re stuck in a “local opti-
mum” (the best for a particular area), not the “global opti-
mum” (the best overall). You can’t see the totality of the area; 
you can’t survey the entire “problem space.” “Satisficing”—
accepting the highest of the first few hills you climb—is the 
norm. It is difficult to institutionalize the value of diversity if 
the organization resists it, to hear others when they speak 
(since what they say is usually something the organization 
doesn’t want to hear). Today it’s not Greeks bearing gifts who 
we need to beware of but conformist thinking that leads to 
suboptimal decisions. 
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 In the management context it behooves us to ask our-
selves constantly: How much are we able to see? And how 
much is obscured from view? In politics, the notion of “Her 
Majesty’s loyal opposition,” a term coined in Britain in the 
1800s, describes how political parties might clash in terms of 
practical policies but still share a common, higher goal of 
serving the country. Likewise, the concept of a “red team” is a 
staple of military planning, corporate strategy, and computer 
security. A dangerous new consensus has emerged in the 
press, especially at the NYT: that truth isn’t a process of col-
lective discovery, but an orthodoxy already known to an en-
lightened few whose job is to inform everyone else.  
 A coexistence of frames is essential to humanity’s 
survival. WW2 began with cavalry soldiers and horse-drawn 
artillery and ended with fire bombings and atomic weapons. A 
diverse mind makes us better individual framers, and a diverse 
team leads to better solutions. A similar advantage from em-
bracing multiple frames holds true for society and humanity 
generally. Pluralism is not an end but a means to an end. The 
end is a society that supports the people who comprise it, that 
protects their rights and freedom, both physical and cognitive. 
There is no such thing as a bad frame, only those that don’t fit 
the circumstances well. The only bad frame is one that denies 
other frames. The more successful we have been in applying a 
frame, the more we stick with it. “If the frame works well, 
why change it?” is a natural bias.  
 At the dawn of the information age, America’s East 
Coast dominated. Telecom giant AT&T was headquartered in 
New Jersey. Electronics powerhouse GE was based in Con-
necticut. Computer behemoth IBM hailed from New York 
state, as did Kodak for photography and Xerox for copiers. 
Yet by 1990 Silicon Valley’s technology employment was far 
larger and was creating 3 times as many new jobs. How did 
Silicon Valley succeed? The East Coast tech titans were run 
like government bureaucracies: monolithic and highly central-
ized. Stability was prized, not novel thinking. In contrast, Sili-
con Valley was home to a flourishing network of small, nim-
ble firms that competed against one another and searched for 
new ideas. Fragmented Silicon Valley was more innovative 
and efficient than conformist East Coast firms. A similar situa-
tion unfolded in the economic competition between China and 
Europe over the past roughly 2000 years. 
 Societal conditions inhibited frame pluralism in one 
place, and incentivized frame pluralism in another. Ironically, 
Silicon Valley has become the new monoculture. The engi-
neers, developers, and designers tend to look alike, think alike, 
and are often motivated by the same values. The frame of the 
Earth being flat is flawed but useful for measuring short dis-
tances. Frame pluralism’s goal is for frames to compete, com-
plement, contradict, and coexist with one another. Tribalism 
pushes us toward cognitive homogeneity.  
 Four strategies enable frame pluralism: embracing 
variation and harnessing education on the personal level and 
encouraging migration and accepting friction on the societal 
level. Consider each facet in turn. First is variation, to strive 
for differences in viewpoints. This was done by campaigners 
for same-sex marriage in the US. They settled on a values 
frame that hit on why most people get married: love, commit-
ment, and family. They changed how they characterized gay 
marriage, not as a liberty or a right, but as an expression of 

and commitment to love. The goal was to show that there were 
many legitimate frames. And they positioned gay marriage in 
the frame of love and commitment that many straight people 
already had. In 2011 the crossover moment came when more 
Americans supported than opposed gay marriage. In 2015, the 
Supreme Court ruled that the Constitution guarantees the right 
of same-sex couples to wed.  
 The second way to boost frame pluralism is within 
education and childhood socialization. Teaching and pedagogy 
today are increasingly open and encouraging of different 
viewpoints, more than they were a century ago. The openness 
to new ideas is a hallmark of modern learning. As a result, 
young adults are more articulate, confident, and less intimidat-
ed. Having one’s views questioned requires knowing more, in 
particular knowing the viewpoints’ strengths and weaknesses. 
It also requires skills of managing discussions. Challenging 
ideas and accepting the legitimacy of the clash is at the heart 
of an open society. Recruiters have long argued that liberal-
arts graduates with a solid academic background enjoy an ad-
vantage in the job market. Sociologists believe that “color-
blindness,” as a frame, is actually a significant source of racial 
discrimination. “Colorfulness” (in the words of sociologists of 
race) not only acknowledges variation but the pain, hardships, 
and tensions that the differences signify, eventually translating 
them into the diversity that human framing thrives on.  
 The third set of measures to foster frame pluralism is 
in the domain of migration and mobility. Throughout history, 
hubs of fresh, dynamic thinking have regularly cropped up, 
from Athens and Rome to innovative clusters like 17-century 
Cremona for violins. “The Rise of the Creative Class” exam-
ined a vast set of metrics to tease out what was behind the 
success. Three elements stood out: technology, talent, and 
tolerance. The places that were most open performed best. 
They have a bigger mental map. The creative class moves to 
areas more tolerant and open. It is an early indicator of diver-
sity and pluralism—and of the economic dividend that frame 
pluralism creates. The best of the creative class is hypermo-
bile. In continental Europe, for instance, significant public 
spending programs have been in place for decades to help new 
immigrants. Europe received millions of immigrants, mostly 
from the Middle East and Africa starting around 2015, which 
led to societal tensions. Diversity is not costless. There is now 
more cultural diversity in Europe than in decades. The US is 
balancing the myth of the “melting pot” with the “stew,” 
where the individual pieces remain distinct. It slows the pace 
of assimilation but gives the US a sustained diversity divi-
dend. 
 Google cofounder Sergey Brin was born in Russia, as 
was conservative darling and author Ayn Rand. Microsoft 
CEO Satya Nadella is Indian, and so is Google’s CEO, Sundar 
Pichai. Google’s CFO, Ruth Porat, is British; Elon Musk, of 
Tesla and SpaceX fame, is South African; aerospace entrepre-
neur turned astronaut Anousheh Ansari is Iranian. Media czar 
Rupert Murdoch is from Australia. Intel cofounder Andy 
Grove was born in Hungary, and NVIDIA cofounder Jen-
Hsun Huang in Taiwan. Outspoken venture capitalist Peter 
Thiel was born in Germany, as was actor Bruce Willis. Steve 
Jobs’s father immigrated from Syria. Friction is the final do-
main to foster frame pluralism. Discord produced by the colli-
sion of different frames can be transformed from a drawback 
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to an advantage. Deliberative democracy—combining ele-
ments of both consensus decision-making and majority rule—
makes discussion central to the political process. 
 A pluralism of views can’t be guaranteed through 
individual rights alone. It requires the creation and mainte-
nance of the right societal conditions for a pluralism of frames. 
Every adult should be able to make effective decisions without 
fear or favor about many aspects of her or his life. Highlight 
pluralism rather than majority rule and emphasize conditions 
rather than rights.  
 Ideological silos are common across the spectrum. In 
the US, those with strongly held views increasingly wish to 
live in places where the people around them share their opin-
ions. “We do not see things as they are. We see things as we 
are,” says the Talmud. We don’t need to reframe when a situa-
tion is stable and circumstances are constant. But when the 
context changes, reframing is often a good strategy. Rather 
than undermine mental models, AI reinforces their signifi-
cance. Since systems cannot frame or reframe by themselves, 
they depend on human beings.  
 Terrorists typically are deliberate, even meticulous, 
framers. They possess an almost inhuman consistency and 
mechanical rationality, accepting no compromise. They are 
incapable of adjusting their frames and instead take them as 
the sole way to view the world. They see the rigidity of fram-
ing as a form of purity and order, eliminating their free will. 
Framing done poorly is more dangerous and consequential 
than disregarding framing altogether, because it presumes to 
be right—and is therefore doubly mistaken.  
 To encourage, maintain, and protect the flow of 
knowledge, societies have enacted rules, created institutions, 
and established processes. Tenure emerged so that scholars  
could study and speak without unjust restraint. Today, as the 
essential element of progress is not so much cooperation but 
cognition, our focus needs to shift too, from outward infor-
mation flows to inward decision-making. For framing to be 
successful, what is required is agility of mind. It is a plasticity 
and elasticity of how we conceive—and reconceive—the 
world. Agility of mind is something we must work for by nur-
turing our curiosity for new perspectives. Framers see the 
world not as it is, but as it can be. Agility of mind is the foun-
dation of human framing. 
  
  {[The move to TQQQ is part of my reframing of the 
investment process.] By explaining, we learn more and faster 
about the world than those who don’t bother. Only humans 
can imagine scenarios that never happened—the power of 
counterfactuals. With causation we get understanding, with 
counterfactuals we get agency, and with constraints our frames 
become actionable. [Apple U is the source of Apple’s contin-
ued success after Job’s death]. The only bad frame is one that 
denies other frames. Framers see the world not as it is, but as it 
can be. Agility of mind is the foundation of human framing.} 
  
  
 
 
 


